Instructor: Dr. Veronica Snow  
Office: CHP Room 102  
Phone: 325-486-6354

Textbook: Online Resources and Course Handouts

Course Description: Course is an overview of theoretical best practices and practicum experiences in both theory and participation in Therapeutic Recreation. Designed to give the student an overview of various methods, designs, implementations, and observational experiences in the field. These include:

a. Discussion of various TR program designs and differences and practicum observational efforts and experiences.

b. Extended research and presentation.

Methods such as readings and research, discussions and practicum observational efforts and experiences will be incorporated. In any one of settings, military, veteran, college recreation, city recreation, geriatric facilities, or any related setting.

Objectives:
1. Become familiar with historical evolution of the field and current practices and trends.
2. Develop some experiential related to working in TR fields through both observational and hands on experiences.

Requirements:
1. Create a presentation with a power point and handout for a research seminar
2. Do an activity log and journal on your observation and practical experiences
3. Create a portfolio on specific activities that can be utilized in therapeutic programs explaining both why, how it’s done and benefits of each activity. Minimum of 6 activities.
4. Outline three related articles from three different journals, webinar, or websites

*It is recommended all graduate students have a copy of the Published Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA) 4th edition for reference during their graduate studies as this is the professional writing styled used in our professions and acceptable in all CSRF classes.